Our Generous Donors

During the last fiscal year (ended December 31, 2022), more than 800 donors contributed to the Appleton Education Foundation. Some gifts established new charitable funds, while others were added to existing funds or were made in memory or in honor of a loved one. We gratefully acknowledge and thank the following donors for their generous gifts.

Platinum
$25,000+
Appleton Area School District - employee payroll contributions
Microsoft
Plexus Corporation
Brad Smith and Kathy Surace-Smith
Vira J. Stoner Survivor's Trust

Gold
$10,000-$24,999
Appleton North High School
Estate of Willis Moon Gillett
John and Sally Mielke Family Fund*
Patriot Athletic Club
Winagamie Inc.

Silver
$1,000-$9,999
ACP CreativIT LLC
Asbestos Removal, Inc.
The Boldt Company
Budget Blinds of the Fox Valley
Buelow Vetter Buikema Olson & Vliet, LLC
Steven Carlson
The Carpe Diem Fund (Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program)
Louis Chicquette
Community Insurance Corp.
Compass Group, North America
The Dick's Sporting Goods Foundation

The Diehl Family Charitable Fund (Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program)
David and Kay Eggert
Energy Control & Design
PC Farragher Family Fund (American Endowment Foundation)
Doug & Carla Salmon Foundation
First Business Bank Charitable Fund (Oshkosh Area Community Foundation)
First Business Bank
Fischer Ulman Construction
Foote Mountain Family Foundation (Schwab Charitable Fund)
Fox Communities Credit Union
Geoff & Kelly Crowley Family Foundation

* Indicates gifts from funds within the Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region.
^ Indicates gifts from AASD employees.
Gordon Flesch Company, Inc.
Dean and Pam Gruner Charitable Fund (Fidelity Charitable)
Richard and Diane Harder
Greg^ and Karen^ Hartjes
Hartwig Family Foundation, Inc.
Bob and Gerri Heffron
Donna Helm
Heng Charitable Fund (American Endowment Foundation)
Amy and Steve Henselin
Stephanie Long
Don and Kris Hietpas
Hoffman Planning, Design & Construction, Inc.
Horizons Elementary School
ITsavvy
IVI, Incorporated
Jack’s Maintenance Service
William and Dorian Jordan
Bill and Lydwine Joy
David Kerber
Jack Knaack^
Jeffry and Shelby Knezel Charitable Fund*
Julie Krause
The Lamers Foundation
Dianne Lang
Brenda LaTour
Bob and Barb Luedtke
M3 Insurance
Stephanie Malaney
Catherine McKenzie
McMahon Associates
Menn Law Firm Ltd.
Mile of Music Festival
Miron Construction
Ann and Tim Moe
Bob Molitor and Joan Sommers
Sue and Ed Patschke
NAI Pfefferle
Quad Graphics
Renning, Lewis & Lacy, S.C.
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated
Aaron and Kristin Sass
Nancy and Tom Scheuerman
Jan Scullen
Joan Smith
Mark and Ann Smith
Les and Dar Stumpf Family Fund*
ThedaCare, Inc.
Joe and Ann Toonen
Joe and Ann Toonen Family Fund*
U.S. Venture, Inc.
Amy Van Straten
Peter Wood
YourCause
Matthew Zimmerman^

Bronze
$500-$999
Lee and Amy Allinger
Anonymous (3)
Appleton East High School
Barbara Russell
Amy^ and Charles Blevins
Ruth and Will Bloedow
James and Nathalie Bowman
Mike Curry
Yvette Dunlap
Leroy and Patricia Fischer
Dan and Mary Flannery
Pamela Franzke^ Tiffani Frerks^ Jay and Janet Fulkerson
Sheree Garvey^ Jeffrey Billings
Great Northern Laminations
Pam and Dean Gruner
Gayle and Herbert Hardt
Harter’s Fox Valley Disposal, LLC.
Michael Siddall
Holtger Bros., Inc.
Timothy Hopfensperger
Huzzard Data Systems
Gary and Debra Jahnke
Nancy and Steve Johnshoy
Scott and Darlene Jones
Amy^ and Bob Karrels

* Indicates gifts from funds within the Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region.
^ Indicates gifts from AASD employees.
John and Julie Keller
Shane and Sheila Kohl
Judy Kraft
Lamers Bus Lines, Inc.
Chris and Erica Liesmaki
Diane Lightfield
Helen Limberg
McCarty Law LLP
McClary Insurance Group
James C. and Mary G. McMahon Family Fund
(Fidelity Charitable)
Laura and Greg^ Meronk
Doug and Sue Meyer
Michelle Mueller^
Jerry Olm
Pieper Power

Contributors
Up to $499
Matthew Adams^ Todd Adams
Mary Ann Alberti-Kopps
Raeanne Albertson^ Kathleen Alby^ Michael Allen^
AmazonSmile Foundation Kelly Ambrose^ Andrea Amel^ Jack and Kathy Anderson
Michelle Anderson^ Debby Andrews^ Doreen Andrews^
Anonymous (9) Christopher Apriesnig^ Sara Armstrong^ Tanya Armstrong^ Stephanie Austin^ Jane Azzi
David Babcock^ John Barkmeier
Laura Barnett Kasperek^ Diane Barnett^ Brian Bartel^ Trina Bartel^ Judith Baseman^
Barbara and Tim Bauer
Tiffany Bauman^ Barry Bauschek

David and Alexis^ Platt Todd and Peggy Platt Edward and Janis Ruffolo Kris Sauter Dale Schaber
Jason Schaefer Kathi Seifert Steve Seifert Marcia Steffenhagen
Jan Tews James Thaldorf Kyle and Polly Tripp
United Way of Greater Milwaukee & Waukesha County (donor directed gift)
Wipfli, LLP

Emily Behnke^ Tara Behnke^ Tammy Bellin^ Mary Bend^
Elaine Bermas Joseph Bernhardt^ Cynthia Bettendorf^
Gayle Beuthien^ Faye Beyer Jennifer Beyer^
Laura Bidwell^ Rosamond Birch^ Diane Bishop^
Lawrence and Denise Bittner Fund (Oshkosh Area Community Foundation)
Linda Bjella Kimberly Bjork^ Esther Blandon^
Jennifer Blattner^ Jayme Bleick Baehnman^ Lisa Blenker^ Kathryn Boegh^ Howard Boersma
Joann Boisen^ Thomas Bomann^
Austin and Judy Boncher Michelle Bongers^
Linda Books^ Abby Bousley^
Audrey Brandt
Susan Bratsch^
Kathryn Braun
Amanda Braunreiter
Angela Bricco
Karen Brice
Rachel Brick
Robert Brinkman
Peggy Brinkmann
Margaret Brokaw
Larissa Brown
Thomas Brown
Susanne Bruce
Angie Bruner
Meghan Brzozowski
Rhonda Buchanan
Michael Buchholz
Ross Buchinger
Rebecca Buechler
Amanda Buman
Nanette Bunnow
Laurie Burns
Holly Burr
Richard Calder
Kelly Camber
Joel Cannon
Amanda Carey
Dan Balliet and Jan Carlson
Jeffrey Carpenter
Gordon Case
Lori Cash
Bryan Cebula
Jane Chaganos
Suzanne Chang
Christine Chapman
Katherine Chicquette
Cindy Clark
Timothy Clark
John Claypool and the Herrling Clark Law Firm Ltd.
Ray and Mary Clough
Kelly Collins
Kristin Comerford
Christina Conn
Paul Cooney
Cathy Crist
Nancy Crockford
Andrew Cross
Kelli Cross
Lissette Cruz Jimenez
Melissa Cust
Francis Dagesse
Melissa Dailey
Cheryl Daley
Joanna Dane
Linda Dawson
Christine DeBoer
Danielle DeBruin
Mollie DeBruin
Adam DeCock
Amanda DeCock
Denise DeCock
Mary Dees
Heather Delveaux
Mike and Judy Demerath
Alicia Depagter
Vicki DePasse
Derksen Family Charitable Fund (Fidelity Charitable)
Jamie Detert
Curt and Melissa Detjen Family Fund*
Amy Didreckson
Jennifer Diedrich Vasquez
Lori Donaldson
Marilyn Drager
Leslie Draheim
Val Dreier
Gina Dresang
Ann Dudley
Mikki Duran
JoAnn DuVall
Jennifer Eastman
Lisa Eastman
Karen Ebben
Bernard Edmonds
Sarah Eisch
Brianna Emanuel
Chad and Lisa Endres
Kelly and Paul Endter
Marcia and Paul Engen
Heidi Erstad
Cathy Etheridge
Wendy Falk
Thomas and Patricia Fanning
James Fassbender
Teri Fechter
Jack Fenlon
Sheri Fetting
Laurie Figlmiller
Ann Fischer
Douglas Fischer
Amanda Fisher
Jen Flannery-Bosin
Stacey Foley

* Indicates gifts from funds within the Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region.
^ Indicates gifts from AASD employees.
Victoria Fors
Fox Cities Performing Arts Center
Linda^ and Stephen^ Franklin
Tom Franklin
Martha Frega^ 
Donna Frick
Michael Froehlke^ 
Sabrina Fromhart^ 
Stefanie Fucik^ 
Patricia Garvey^ 
David Gassner^ 
Karen Geerts^ 
Cheri Geniess^ 
Ann Marie^ and Nick^ German
Dennis and Jeanne Giaimo
Carrie Giauque^ 
Diane and Robert Glezen
Charlie and Beverly Goff Fund*
goodshop
Jillian Gordon^ 
Stephanie Gorges^ 
Timothy Goss
Lisa Graf Miller^ 
Danielle Green^ 
Pamela and Gary Griesbach
Jennifer Griffith^ 
Karen Grishaber^ 
Lisa Groff^ 
Sharon Gronert^ 
Stacey Grosnick
Mabel Grummer
Pannayiota Guigley^ 
Cassie Guilbeault^ 
Joyce Gulbrandson
Elizabeth Gumtow^ 
Tamie Gundrum^ 
Carol Haack
Lisa Haen^ 
Jonathan and Joy Hagen (Schwab Charitable Fund)
Mark Hansel^ 
Erik Hanson^ 
Kathryn Hardesty^ 
Rachel Harding^ 
Megan Harris
Stephan Harrison^ 
Christine Hartman
Cynthia Heegeman^ 
Bailey Hegg^ 
Heather Heisler^ 
Gail^ and Justin^ Heitl
Laura Heller^ 
Laura Henke
Henselin Family Fund (Fidelity Charitable)
Mary Hermansen^ 
Paul Hermes^ 
Lisa Hermus^ 
Emilia Hernandez De Santiago^ 
Robyn Hernandez Nagreen^ 
Michael Hernandez^ 
Jacqueline Herrmann^ 
Maxwell Herrmann^ 
Samuel Herrmann^ 
Scott Herrmann 
Todd Herrmann
Maikou He^ 
Charles Heurkens^ 
Jamie Hietpas^ 
Lois Hilger^ 
Amy Hillesheim^ 
Richard and Diane Hilsabeck
Judith Hoft^ 
Laura Hoepfner
Gary Holz 
Abby Honick^ 
Kathryn Hopper^ 
Barbara Hubley
Mark Huenink
Kay Huggins^ 
Lou Hull
Ellen Hussey
Hyggelig Fund*
Scott and Margaret Ildas
Lisa Jabas
Laura Jackson^ 
Kathy Jacobson^ 
Lucas Jadin^ 
Kristeen Jahner^ 
Mark and Brenda Jenike
Jessica Jenkins Werner^ 
Annelise Jensen
Alan Johnson
Jeanette Johnson
Patrick Johnson
Jennifer Johnston^ 
Robert and Mary Lou Jones
Carla Jones^ 
Dawn Jones^ 
Victoria Jorgensen^ 
Stacy Juhl^ 
Vicki Justman^ 

* Indicates gifts from funds within the Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region.
^ Indicates gifts from AASD employees.
James Kane^ 
Paul and Anne Karch 
Bo Karl^ 
Katapult, LLC 
Brian and Lori Kaufman 
Maurice Kaufman 
Jeremy Kautz^ 
Sandra Keil^ 
Craig Kellenberger^ 
Barbara and William Kelly Charitable Fund* 
Shandee Kempf Cohen^ 
Jamie Kimball^ 
Jolenee King^ 
Julie King^ 
Dolores Kitzinger 
Gladys Klarner 
Dr. John S. and Ann P. Kloehn Fund* 
Amanda Knapp^ 
Laura Knapp^ 
Jeff Knezel 
Nichole Koch^ 
Lori Koehler^ 
Angela Koerner^ 
Frank Koffend 
Paul Kolosso 
Kelly Konkle^ 
Cheryl Konkol-Broullire 
Cindy Kort^ 
Jennifer Kosloski^ 
Barbara Krause^ 
Dana Krause^ 
Kenneth Krause^ 
Michelle Krause^ 
Amber Krueger^ 
Wanda Krueger^ 
Lori Kruepke^ 
Kristin Krull Vander Heiden^ 
Susan Kuehl^ 
Prerna Kvalvik^ 
Tammy Laborde^ 
Joyce Laedtke 
Margaret LaFleur^ 
Jennifer Lamers^ 
Sarah Lane 
Celine Lapointe^ 
Jake Larsh^ 
Lisa Larson^ 
Matthew Lederer^ 
Patrick Lee^ 
Xong Lee^ 
James Lehto^ 
Sara Leintz^ 
Ann Leonard^ 
Kelly Leopold^ 
Lori Leschisin^ 
Abby Liebergen 
Debbie and Gordon Lind 
Jessica Lindsay^ 
Michael and Mary Lokensgard 
John Lokken 
Darlene Londo^ 
Yer Lor^ 
Gwen Lostocco^ 
Robin Luebs 
Renee Luniak^ 
Stacy Mader^ 
Melanie Malm^ 
Tom and Kori^ Mangold 
Melody and Timothy Manion 
Jan Marnocha^ 
Jim Marotz 
Jacqueline Martin^ 
Ramona Martin^ 
Sandie Martin^ 
Tony Martin^ 
Jenny Martzah^ 
Ryan^ and Kathy^ Marx 
Karrie Mauel^ 
Linda Mauthe^ 
Amy Mcaloon^ 
Amy and John McClellan 
William McClone^ 
Kelly McClay^ 
Jon and Bonnie McCluskey 
Rita McComber 
Cynthia McDonough^ 
Judith McGinn^ 
Kelly McGrath^ 
David and Mary McKay 
Judith McKelvey 
Cameron McLaren^ 
Mark McQuade^ 
Denise Mcquillen^ 
Jon Meidam^ 
Katherine Meister^ 
David Meixl^ 
Kimberly Melchert^ 
Arcelia Melo^ 
Amanda Menting^ 
Carol Menting

* Indicates gifts from funds within the Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region. 
^ Indicates gifts from AASD employees.
Kyler Meredith*
Patricia Merrifield*
Ashley Meulemans*
Cheryl Meyer
Autumn Meyers*
Teri Meylink*
Mark Michiels
Brett Miller*
Bruce Miller
Elizabeth Mleziva*
Allison Moeschberger
Erin Mohr*
Alexandra Molitor*
Jennifer Morales*
Debra Moreland*
Paula Morgen
Pa Lee Moua*
Noelle Mudrak*
David Mueller*

Muench Giving Fund (Fidelity Charitable)
Ann and Rod Muenster
Stephanie Mullen*
Anne Murray*
Dorothy Murray*
Amy Nelson*
Network for Good
Pat Neumier
Donna Newbold
Alexandra Nicholas*
Laura Niemeier*
David Nitka*
Karen Noel*
Becky O'Brien*
Rachel O'Brien*
Rita and Marty O'Brien
Rebecca and Barry O'Connor Family Fund (Fidelity Charitable)
Ronald and Kathryn L. Odegaard Charitable Giving Fund (Renaissance Charitable Foundation)
Tom O'Hearn
John Ohlson*
Victoria Olenski*
Angela Olson*
Carla Olson
Jolene Olson
Bill and Kay Olson
Meagan Orabutt*
Julie Osborne Hurley*
Bridgette Osorio*
Corey Otis*

Lauren Ott*
Nancy Ottman
Outagamie Conservation Club, Inc.
Carolyn Paine*
Pamela Beck - Appleton East Class of 1977 54th Reunion
Alan Parmenter
Elisa Paul*
Jill Peachy*
Kreston Peckham*
Michael and Maren Pekarske
Kim Pencil*
Colleen Perrine
Jim and Joy Perry
Dr. Chester I. & Louise H. Perschbacher Memorial Fund*
Holly Pevonka*
Kara Pezzi
Sarah Phelps*
Judy Phillips
Kristen Picken*
Jim and Kris Pierce
Richard Pike
Jon Pinkert
Wendy Pitts*
Melissa Plantik*
Gayle Plashko Zwicker*
Carrie Plaster*
Valerie Plath*
Elizabeth Podlasek*
Molly Pokwinski*
Sarah Pope*
Shayne* and Cathy* Porter
Lisa Poss*
Krista* and Wesley* Powell
Jenny Prestigiacoimo*
Suzette Preston*
Dawn Price*
Susan Prince*
Amy Pritzl*
Thomas Pritzl*
David Pynenberg*
Peter Quello
Michelle Raatz*
Bart Rabas
Sharon, Paul and Brent Radke
Ashley Radl*
Nicole Radl*
Joan Radue*
Theresa Raith*
Joelene Raleigh*
William Raudabaugh*

* Indicates gifts from funds within the Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region.
^ Indicates gifts from AASD employees.
Kevin Reichardt^  
Robin and Michael Reif  
James Reimer^  
Sarah Reis^  
Phillip Reisweber^  
Dawn Retzlaff^  
John and Gretchen Richards^  
Jaime Richling^  
Kimberly Riegert^  
Janie Rine  
Karissa Ring^  
Alma Rivera^  
Phillip and Ellen Roe  
Roger and Jane Kerstner  
Melissa Romenesko^  
Kay Rorabeck  
Kathryn Rosenbaum^  
Leah Rubsam^  
Brian Ruddell  
Parker Rudie^  
Reed Rudie^  
Stacy Rudig^  
Karen Rue^  
Jane Rufe^  
Milly Rugland  
Kristin Ruhsam Tegelman^  
Richard and Kathy Ruhsam  
Jill Rushkofske^  
Maureen Russell^  
Peter and Jeanne Ryerson  
Nicole Salm^  
Jennifer Sartori^  
Melissa Sass^  
Lynn Sauby^  
Martha Sauter  
Jane Savatski^  
Ian Schaefer^  
Andrew Schanke^  
Mary Scharenbroch^  
Pamela Scharenbrock^  
Susan Scheidt  
Jennifer Scheivert^  
Jill Scheuer^  
Scott Schewe  
David Schini  
Kathryn Schmeltzer^  
Abby Schmidt^  
Bill Schneider  
Lori Schnese  
Beth Schnorr  
Jacqueline School^  
Kristin Schroeder  
Mary Schulz  
Catherine Schulze^  
Michael Schumacher  
Annette Schwalenberg^  
Emily and Jason Schwan^  
Emily Schwanke Thomas^  
Pat and Cathy Schwanke  
David Seitz  
Jane Sholders  
Paul and Stacy Shrode  
Bob and Sandy Simon  
Katherine Sina^  
Jacqueline Smedberg^  
Lori Smestad^  
Deanna Smith^  
Kimm Smith^  
Zach Snell  
Tiffannie Sorenson^  
Cheryl Sous^  
Ike Spangenberg  
Mark Sparks^  
Beth Spicer^  
Lisa Sprangers^  
Paul Stadler  
Nicole Stark^  
Aaron Stascak^  
Amy Steiner^  
Carrie Steinke^  
Jason Stellmacher^  
Jon Stellmacher  
Scott Stepanski^  
Amy Stern^  
Samantha Sternhagen^  
Suzette Stewart^  
Linda Stratton  
Nicole Streck^  
Corene Strohfeldt^  
Steven Sugrue^  
Douglas Sunke^  
Brenda Susor  
Abby Swaagman^  
Lisa Swanson^  
Amy Swick^  
Janette Syring^  
Tegwen Thalmann^  
Mike Thompson  
Thrivent Choice Dollars Program  
Brian Tibbets^  

* Indicates gifts from funds within the Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region.  
^ Indicates gifts from AASD employees.
Erin Tiede
Kaylene Tischauer
Sara Tomazevic
Jerry Tonnell
David Torrey
Eric and Melissa Toshner
Cheryl Toth
Katherine Traynor
Paul and Nina Trigg
Patti Trochil
Margaret Trueblood
Deb Truyman
Ashley Turner
Judith Tweed
Margaret Ulman
Renee Ulman
Carol Upward
Kathy Uslabar
Judy Vaillancourt-Yerhot
Nancy Van Der Loop
Sharon Van Domelen
Kelsi Van Fossen
Bob Van Heuklon
Whitney Van Hoof
Daniel Van Sickle
Carrie Vandaalwyk
Polly Vanden Boogaard
Jacci Vanden Heuvel
Stacey Vandenberg
Jennifer Van DenEng
Ann Vander Heiden
Amy Vander Loop
Abby Vanderloop
Kathleen Vanderloop
Kevin Vanderzanden
Pa Houa Vang
Samantha Vaughn
Courtney Velpel
Olivia Ver Kuilen
Tiffany Verhagen
Andrea Vinje
Jenny Vissers
Sarah Vissers
Jeanne Wall
Jennifer Wall
Christie Walter Ness
Thomas Wanamaker
Dorothy Warren
Shawna Waters
Sara Wayland

Amanda Wayner
Linda Weber
Amanda Weidner
Toni Weijola
Lisa Weiner
Dave Weinfurter
Janice Wells
Lilian Wenzel
Scott Werfal
Anne Marie Werley Gonzalez
Deb Werth
Shannon West
Amy Westphal
Julie Westphal
Julia Weyenberg
Brianna Weyers
Kathy Whitston
Rebecca Whittle
Landon Wiese
John and Judith Wildermuth
Susan Wildt
Carrie Willer
Stephanie Willes
Bob Williams
Kerry Williamsen
Sarah Wilterdink
Gretchen Winsor
Judy Winzenz
Diane Wittman
Carmella Wittmann
Dorothy Witzeling
Laurie Wolton
Michelle Wanovsky
Hope Wreath
Sarah Wright
Lynn and Mary Wussow
Thai Xiong
Timothy Zachow
Karen Zanon
Amy Zewicki
Vicki Zipperer
Jeanine Zornow
Oliver Zornow
Buzz and Jane Zwickey

* Indicates gifts from funds within the Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region.
^ Indicates gifts from AASD employees.